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Captain America's Shield Men’s Black Graphic Packaged Hoodie 

https://www.amazon.com/Captain-Americas-Graphic-Packaged-Hoodie-

M/dp/B09CLHN3DX?ref_=ast_sto_dp&th=1&psc=1 

Who will wield the shield? Update your wardrobe with this awesome hooded sweatshirt inspired by The 

Falcon and the Winter Soldier series on Disney Plus! This fun black hoodie showcases a large graphic of 

Captain America’s shield on the front. This comfy hoodie is made of high-quality, premium polyester and 

cotton material, and is professionally printed to ensure long-lasting color and print quality. It can be 

machine washed in cold water with like colors, and tumble dried on low for easy and convenient care. 

The Captain America's Shield Men’s Black Graphic Hoodie is an officially licensed product, making it the 

perfect gift for Marvel fans!  

 

 

Star Wars Ahsoka Cosplay Mini Backpack 

https://www.amazon.com/Star-Wars-Ahsoka-cosplay-backpack/dp/B08M4BXHQ8?ref_=ast_sto_dp 

Tap into your Star Wars fandom with this Ashoka Star Wars / The Mandalorian cosplay character mini 

backpack! The Ashoka character mini bag is made of 100% high-quality leather like PU material and 

includes adjustable shoulder straps for comfort and plenty of storage space for all of your daily 

necessities. The bright, bold design inspired by Ashoka includes 3D ears at the top of the bag. The 

Ashoka mini backpack measures 10.5" W x 10.75" H x 4.5" D and can be wiped clean with a damp cloth 



for quick, easy care. It's the perfect mini backpack to gift to any Star Wars, Clone Wars or The 

Mandalorian fan! 

 

 

Harley Quinn Metal Heart Satchel Handbag 

The Harley Quinn Metal Heart Satchel Handbag is the perfect accessory for all DC Comics baddies! This 

cute black satchel style purse features silver metallic die cut appliques and a large silver heart in the 

center. Dark red accent pieces, like Harley’s initials and diamonds on the front, complete the look in her 

signature colors. Sturdy silver metal handles add to the tough girl aesthetic and an additional 

removeable strap allows you to easily switch up the look and comfortably carry your belongings. This 

cute satchel style handbag is the perfect accessory for DC fans ready to paint the town red! 

 

Quick Turn Halo Infinite Logo Hat 

Made for true Halo enthusiasts, the official Quick Turn Halo Infinite Logo Hat is subtle but impressive. 

The Halo Infinite logo embroidered in bright white pops against the solid black hat. A traditional 

adjustable back gives it a classic look and soft, washed cotton makes this hat feel comfortable and worn 

in like you’ve had it forever. Proudly represent the United Nations Space Command like any off-duty 

soldier would with this cool Halo Infinite hat.  

 

Bioworld The Mandalorian Beanie and Gaiter Headwear Combo 

https://www.amazon.com/Bioworld-Mandalorian-Beanie-Gaiter-



Headwear/dp/B08Q363D6N/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=the+mandalorian+beanie+and+gaiter&qid

=1632852125&sr=8-2 

Even the coolest bounty hunters will want to warm up in this official Star Wars: The Mandalorian beanie 

and gaiter.  Inspired by the live action Disney+ TV series, the jacquard cuff beanie is warm and cozy, and 

features the design of a bounty hunters helmet in a versatile gray color. The printed gaiter comes in an 

olive-green color with a black “skull of the mythosaur” pattern. It’s multifunctional and can be worn 

around the neck, pulled up over the mouth and nose, or over the ears and head. The breathable but 

warm polyester blend will keep you toasty even if you’re visiting planet Hoth. 

 

 


